FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

**Wilwood Disc Brakes Introduces New Tru-Bar 60 Degree Remote Pedal Master Cylinder Mount**

Camarillo, CA • April, 2017

Wilwood's Tru-Bar 60 Degree Master Cylinder Mount for remote brake pedal applications utilizes a fixed trunnion bearing within the pivot lever and pushrod spherical bearing ends. This provides smooth operation and precise adjustment of the brake bias with zero chance of balance migration, eliminating all side play.

A larger diameter, higher strength 4340 steel 7/16-20 balance bar adds rigidity and increases bias influence. A step-down shoulder on each end allows use of the direct mount adjusting knob or a standard 3/8-24 coupler remote adjuster cable. The new model is interchangeable with the previous slider bearing model, with upgrade kits available for older units. It's race proven to deliver championship caliber performance in all racing conditions.

MSRP starts at $275.30

P/N 340-14380 Tru-Bar 60 Degree Master Cylinder Mount shown here with optional remote feed master cylinders • To download a high resolution photo, click here

**About Wilwood Engineering**

Founded by Bill Wood in 1977, Wilwood Engineering designs and manufactures high-performance disc brakes and components from their headquarters in Camarillo, California. Engineered and rigorously tested for any application, Wilwood celebrates 40 years of unsurpassed braking quality and performance with sleek, modern designs. From race cars to classic cars, Wilwood has the brakes to stop you. For more information, contact Wilwood Engineering at info@wilwood.com
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